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CHAPTER I.
EARLY

HISTORY,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA has a peculiar history of its own, differing
very much from those of the other Australian colonies,
though similar in some degree to that of New Zealand,
which was founded after South Australia, and with aspirations of the same nature. New South Wales was taken up
by Great Britain as a convict dep6t, and grew as such till
the free inhabitants who had followed and surrounded the
convicts became numerous and strong enough to declare
that they would have no more such neighbours sent among
them. Van Diemen's Land, which is now Tasmania, and
Moreton Bay, which is now Queensland, were occupied as
convict dependencies to the parent establishment. Moreton Bay was still part of New South Wales when New South
Wales refused to be any longer regarded as an English
prison, and Van Diemen's Land did for herself that which
New South Wales had done before. Even Port Phillip,
which is now Victoria, was first occupied bjr convicts sent
thither from the parent colony,—though it is right to say
that the convict system never took root there, and that the
attempt never reached fulfilment. On the same principle
New South Wales sent an offshoot convict depot to King
George's Sound, which is now a part of Western Australia,
—an unhappy colony which, in its sore distress, was desT
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lined to save itself from utter destruction by delivering
itself to the custody of compelled immigrants, who could be
made to come thither and work when others would not
come. In this way all the now existing Australian colonies,
except South Australia, have either owed their origin to convicts, or have been at one period of their existence fostered
by convict labour; but South Australia has never been
blessed—or cursed—with the custody of a single British
exile.
In 1829, when Australian exploration was yet young,
Captain Sturt, who had already travelled westwards from
Sydney till he found and named the Darling River, and had
done much towards investigating the difficult problem of the
central Australian waters, received a commission from the
government of New South Wales to make his way across to
the Murrumbidgee River, and to discover by following its
course what became of it. It was then believed by many,
and among others by Captain Sturt himself, that the great
waters of the continent, which had been reached but of
which the estuaries were not known, ran into some huge
central lake or internal sea. With the view of proving or of
disproving this surmise, Captain Sturt with a few companions
started on his journey, carrying with him a boat in detached
'pieces, in which he proposed to solve the mystery of the
"river. For, it must be understood, none of those maritime
explorers who had surveyed, or partially surveyed, the
eastern, southern, or western coasts of the continent had
•discovered any river mouth by which it was supposed that
these waters could escape to the sea. Sturt was very zealous
and ambitious to make for himself a great name among
Australian explorers,—as he has done. In his account of a.
subsequent journey,—made into the interior after he had
found that _ the river did hot conduct him thither,—he thus
describes his own feelings :—" Let any man lay the map of
Australia before him and regard the blank upon its surface,
and then let me ask if it would not be an honourable
achievement to be the first to place foot upon its centre."
This he did, subsequently, in 18451 but in 1829—1830 he
and his'companions made their way down the Murrumbidgee

CHAPTER IV.
WOOL.

WHATEVER interests may for the moment be uppermost in
the thoughts and words of Australian legislators and speculators, wool still remains and for many years will remain the
staple produce of the country at large. In Victoria, indeed,
wool is for the present second to gold. And in South
Australia wool is second to wheat. The wheat grown in
South Australia during eleven years up to 1871 has fetched
an average of ^1,283,630 per annum, whereas the wool
'exported from the colony,—in which is included a small
amount exported from South Australian ports but grown in
other colonies,—has fetched an average of .£987,194 per
annum. The wool produced has, in fact, been worth no
more than three-fourths of the wheat grown. But the produce of a country which is exported always receives more
attention than that which is consumed at home. Who
thinks anything of the eggs that are laid around us, or of
the butter made ? In calculating the wealth of the country,
who reckons up the. stitching of all the women, or even the
ploughing and hedging and ditching of the men ? The calico
and cutlery and cloth which we export, and the ships which
take these things away, are to our eyes the source of our
.commercial wealth. I remember being told in America
that m.the year before the war the hay produced in the
single State of Maine had been worth more than all the
cotton exported from all the cotton States in that year.
South Australia is perhaps in a safer condition than any
other of the Australian colonies, because she can feed her-
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nearer to a state of civilization, and were upon the whole in
a better condition, and indeed happier, than any whom I
encountered in other conditions. Of course they desired
their liberty, though by no means with that pining desire
which creates brooding melancholy; but they were clothed
and fed and housed, and constrained to work,—though by
no means to work heavily,—and had assumed the look and
bearing of human beings. They were not subject, either by
night or day, to solitary confinement,—except in cases of
outrage and insubordination, and such cases did not often
occur. They had a regular dietary,—twelve ounces of meat
a day properly cooked, with rice and bread and tea. By
their labour wheat was produced from the sand, and barley,
and hay. The wheat was thrashed and ground, and of
course baked on the island. The only white labour employed was that of six European convicts borrowed from
the opposite establishment at Freemantle, to do portions of
the work for which black men could not be trained to
sufficient skill. These prisoners also made salt from the
salt lakes, which is sold on the mainland, and which may be
made in such quantity as to pay the expense of the<whole
establishment. For superintending the salt-works a white
man is employed at a salary,—who was himself a convict
not long since. I was informed that the produce of the
island obtained by the work of the prisoners defrayed the
whole expenses of the establishment, except the salaries of
the officers. There is a governor, with five warders, and a
doctor. There is no chaplain, nor is any attempt made to
Christianize these savages. I believe that any such attempt,
and that the presence of any chaplain, would be misplaced
•and useless. I know that for saying this I shall have against
me the opinion of many good men,—of the very men whose
good opinion I should be most proud to win,—but I do not
believe in the result of the Christian teaching which these men
are able to receive. Nor does it strike me with any special
horror that sixty-five savages should be left without this
teaching, when I know it to have been the will of God that
hundreds of thousands such as they should die without it ia
'their own countries.
- - '" •
- • •" .

CHAPTER IV.
FUTURE PROSPECTS.

I FEAR that it will seem that in what I have said I have
given a verdict against Western Australia. I have intended
rather to show how great may be the difficulties attending
the establishment of a young colony, which in its early
years finds no special or unexpected aid from remarkable
circumstances. The same struggles "with equal hardship
and similar doubts have no doubt been made before, and
nothing has been said of them. The stragglers have lived
through and fought their way to prosperity, and but little has
been heard of the details of the fight. When the Puritans
were landed on the shores of Massachusetts men did not
rush about the world and write books. It may probably
be that they too, at their first starting, had but few glimpses
of the glory of the coming Yankee world. It was perhaps;
only by hard fighting with adverse circumstances that they
could get corn, and labour, and money. But they went on,,
and the glories of Yankeedom are now patent to the whole
earth.
It is to the gold that has been found in Eastern Australia,
that the eastern colonies have owed their rapid rise and
great name;—and in a great measure, the want of reputation
under which Western Australia labours is due to the golden
achievements of her sisters. She would not have been,
thought to have done so badly, had not those sisters done!
so well. This cannot be pleaded as being entirely sufficient
to account for the effect, because we know that South Australia has not done much with gold, and South Australia
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